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Orico 7-in-1 USB 3.0 Hub
Gain up to 7 additional USB 3.0 ports and make your life easier. The practical hub by Orico enables data transfer speeds of up to 5Gbps
and is compatible with a wide variety of devices. The reliable operation of the product is ensured by a 2-core VIA chip and a 12V power
source. The detachable USB cable provides more freedom to use the product, and built-in LED indicators provide status information.
 
Wide compatibility - lots of possibilities
Your computer or laptop doesn't have enough USB ports? The functional Orico hub will  be the perfect solution for you! The product is
distinguished by a wide compatibility -  you can successfully connect to it  a keyboard, a phone, a mouse, a portable disk, a camera, a
webcam or even a printer. Increase your possibilities and enjoy a comfortable, efficient work!
 
Transmit all the files you need in no time
Is it annoying to wait too long to copy your files? With the Orico Hub similar problems will become a distant memory! Each of the 7 USB
3.0 ports of the device allows you to transfer your photos, movies or documents with the speed up to 5Gbps. This is up to 10 times faster
than the previous generation USB 2.0 interface!  Now you can enjoy data read speeds of  up to 80-130MB/s and write  speeds of  up to
100MB/s.
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Advanced VIA chip
What  makes  the  hub  impress  with  reliable  performance?  The  high-end  2-core  VIA  chip!  It  is  thanks  to  it  that  each  USB  3.0  port  can
provide transmission speed up to 5Gbps. Many years of experience of Orico connected with the work on PCB chips resulted in creating a
hub, which will meet the expectations of even the most demanding users.
 
Power adapter for reliable performance
Using hubs that do not have a built-in power source can even result in hard drive damage. In order to effectively prevent such risks, the
Orico product has been equipped with a 12V power supply. Thanks to this, the connected devices can always work safely and stably -
even at full load.
 
Detachable cable - freedom of use
Enjoy the freedom and comfort of use. The hub is equipped with a 1m detachable USB cable, with which you can conveniently connect it
to your computer. Easy to use, store and transport, yet extremely durable - will prove itself in many applications and certainly will not let
you down.
 
Practical LED indicators
Each USB port has an independent LED indicator to give you information about its status. The soft blue light won't be glaring your eyes or
disturbing your work or rest. When it is on, it indicates that a specific device is properly connected and working properly.
 
Brand
Orico
Model
H7928-U3-V1-EU-BK-BP
Number of USB ports
7
Interface
USB 3.0
Power Source
12V 2A adapter
Data cable
1m USB 3.0
Dimensions
174x72x26.5mm
Driver
Driver is not required
Supported Systems
Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10, Mac OS, Linux

Price:

€ 29.50
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